
Dear Friends & Colleagues,
After a busy summer – a first visit to the wonderful DocsBarcelona, followed by Sheffield DocFest and some time to enjoy Maine, it’s time to travel again. I look 
forward to seeing many of you again soon. In Leipzig, filmmaker Jonathan Gruber and I will be participating in the Co-Production Market with The Godfather of Sarin 
and look forward to meeting you there. Meanwhile, the latest film from Marcus Vetter, The Promise, is nearing completion. Make note of additional news below!  

THE GODFATHER OF SARIN
Director: Jonathan Gruber
Producers: Jon Halperin, Simon Berthon 
2017 USA/English
1 x 90/60 Color HD

In the last 30 years, scenes from Syria, Japan, Iran, and Iraq have all been testament to one of the most frightening weapons of 
modern warfare - Sarin. Known as Substance 146 when first created by Nazi scientists in 1938, just a few drops can devastate 
the nervous system. And one man is most responsible for its release into the world. In fact, the ‘A’ in Sarin stands for Otto 
Ambros.The Godfather of Sarin combines powerful interviews, extraordinary archival footage, evocative and cinematic 
modern images, and immersive graphics to illustrate the life of Otto Ambros, his remarkable scientific discoveries such as syn-
thetic rubber and magnetic recording tape, and the renowned, and infamous, company he worked for - Germany’s I.G. Farben.

THE PROMISE
Directors: Karin Steinberger, Marcus Vetter
Producers: Louise Rosen, Ulf Meyer
2015 Germany / English 
1 x 90/60 Color/B&W HD
A Film Perspektive/Bukera Pictures production, in association with SWR, BR, Arte, DR and BBC “Storyville”

The gruesome murders of Nancy and Derek Haysom in 1985 were an international media sensation. The Haysoms 
were wealthy, respected members of Virginia society and the murder conviction of their daughter Elizabeth and 
her German boyfriend Jens Soering sent shock-waves. Elizabeth and Jens had met in a university program for high 
achieving students. She was a product of European boarding schools, he was the son of  a diplomat. Extradited to 
the US after serving several years in a UK prison, having been caught passing bad checks in a Marks & Spencer, they 
have both been in US prisons since 1991, 24 years. This beautifully crafted film reveals a mismanaged or perhaps 
completely corrupted, judicial process. This was the first criminal trial held in front of TV cameras — a high profile, international case tried in a small town. 
Investigations over the past 2 years have turned up stunning evidence that was previously suppressed or deemed inadmissible. New forensic techniques 
have disproven evidence that was key to Soering’s original conviction. Denied parole 13 times, his next hearings in 2015 or 2016 may have a different out-
come, at the same time the film is in release. Unidentified fingerprints, photographic evidence that points to sexual abuse, the presiding judge’s friendship 
with the victims, a missing FBI profile, a bloody car with a knife under the seat — all point to a very different story, one that will be revealed in the film.

EVA HESSE
Director: Marcie Begleiter
Producer: Karen Shapiro  
2015 USA/English   
1 x 102/54 Color & B/W HD
Voiceovers: Selma Blair, Bob Balaban, Patrick Kennedy 

One of the 20th century’s most important artists, Eva Hesse was charismatic, prolific and beautiful and died far too young. In 
the 21st century she has the distinction of more Pinterest posts dedicated to her than many of her still-living contemporaries. 
Eva escaped the Holocaust as a child but returned to Germany to work and underwent a creative explosion there. Her deeply 
personal journals narrate this richly textured film and reveal an extraordinarily radiant sculptor and painter as she takes on 
the New York art world of the 1960s while further crafting her vision. The filmmakers have uncovered a treasure trove of 
material on Hesse, much of which has never been seen publicly. The film in conjunction with exhibitions, publication of her 
journals and a Catalogue Raisonné are bringing Hesse to an entirely new audience who are finding her work resonant and 
immediate in an unexpected way. 

“It was unmistakable, it was fragile, it was all those things sculpture was not supposed to be.”  – Sir Nicholas Serota, 
Director of the Tate Museums
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Selected for 2015 DOKLeipzig Co-Production Market

Now in post production!

North American theatrical premiere, April 2016 at New York’s Film Forum!

THE STORY OF JENS SÖRING AND ELIZABETH HAYSOM 
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KUMU HINA
Producers/Directors: Dean Hamer, Joe Wilson
2014 USA/English 
1 x 77/56 Color HD
A QWaves production

Imagine a world where a little boy can grow up to be the woman of his dreams, and a young girl can rise to become a 
leader among men. Welcome to Kumu Hina’s Hawai’i. During a momentous year in her life in modern Honolulu, Hina 
Wong-Kalu, a native Hawaiian māhū, or transgender, teacher uses traditional culture to inspire a student to claim her 
place as leader of the school’s all-male hula troupe. But despite her success as a teacher, Hina longs for love and a 
committed relationship. Will her marriage to a headstrong Tongan man fulfill her dreams? An incredible docu-drama 
that unfolds like a narrative film, Kumu Hina reveals a side of Hawai’i rarely seen on screen.
• Berlinale, Seattle, Frameline, Documentary Edge, Toronto among dozens of festivals and awards worldwide

THE KILLING FIELDS OF DR. HAING S. NGOR
Producer/Director: Arthur Dong
2015 USA / English
1 x  87/60 Color & B/W HD                     
A Deep Focus Production with support from the NEH, CAL Humanities, Sundance Documentary Institute and the MacArthur Foundation, 
  and the Center for Cultural Innovation
Voiceovers: Wayne Ngor

When Dr. Haing S. Ngor was forced into labor camps by the Khmer Rouge, little did he know he would survive four years of torture 
and be called upon to recreate his experiences in a film that would win him an Academy Award®. The Killing Fields of Dr. Haing S. 
Ngor tells the dramatic story about arguably the most recognizable survivor of the Cambodian genocide, a man who became the 
de facto worldwide ambassador for truth and justice in his homeland, only to be gunned down in an alley in Chinatown Los Angeles 
– a case still muddled with conspiracy theories. Through an inspired blend of original animation, rare archival material, and newly 
shot footage, anchored by an adaptation of Dr. Ngor’s richly layered autobiography, the years before, during, and after the Khmer 
Rouge’s tyrannical rule over Cambodia are experienced though a politically charged transnational journey of survival, loss, and 
reconciliation.  
HHHHH! FIVE STARS! – San Francisco Examiner
• CAAMFest, LA Asian Pacifc Film Festival, Seattle International Film Festival

SOFT VENGEANCE: ALBIE SACHS AND THE NEW SOUTH AFRICA 
Producer/Director:  Abby Ginzberg
2014 USA / English
1 x 83/56  Color & B/W HD
Narrated by Alfre Woodard

The story of Albie Sachs, son of Lithuanian Jewish immigrants – lawyer, writer, art lover, freedom fighter – 
is integrated with the dramatic events leading to the overthrow of the apartheid regime in South Africa. 
Through torture, solitary confinement, exile, and losing his right arm in a car bomb set by South African 
security forces, he maintained his commitment to “soft vengeance”: democracy, freedom and the rule of 
law. Returning from exile following Mandela’s release from prison, Albie becomes a principal architect of 
the new Constitution, meets with his car-bomb attacker through the Truth and Reconciliation Commission, 
and is chosen by Mandela as one of the first 11 members of the Constitutional Court.  

“An emotive film that recognizes the power and endurance of the human spirit at its best.” – The Guardian
•   Vancouver South African Film Festival - Audience Award Best Documentary; Encounters Film Festival – Audience Award Best International 
    Documentary;  Full Frame, Durban International, AFI/DOCS, DOCNYC, Film Africa London Film Festivals

TO BE TAKEI
Directors: Jennifer Kroot, Bill Weber 
2014 USA / English
1 x 93/53 Color & B/W HD
A Rainbow Shooting Star Picture in association with Dodgeville Films

Best known for playing Sulu on the original Star Trek TV series and six movies that followed, George Takei is unlikely social 
media royalty. Unofficially dubbed the King of Facebook, he counts over 8 million fans on Facebook, and his online empire 
includes Trekkies, Howard Stern listeners, and the LGBTQ community — who devour his quirky mix of kitten jokes, Star 
Trek references, heartfelt messages, and sci-fi/fantasy memes. An outspoken advocate for civil rights, Takei has used his 
unmistakable baritone in several satiric PSAs, including one in response to Tennessee’s infamous “Don’t Say Gay” bill that 
encourages viewers to say, “It’s OK to be Takei.” His current projects include the musical Allegiance, drawn from his expe-
rience of growing up in Japanese American internment camps during World War II, and the recently published Oh Myyy! 
There Goes the Internet.  

“Jennifer Kroot’s documentary deftly showcases the many roles played by George Takei.”  – Variety
• Sundance, Frameline, HotDocs, IDFA, Seattle, Human Rights Watch, Fantasia – World Audience Award

Winner of the 2015 Independent Lens Audience 
Award, the highest rated film of the 2014/2015 season 
of the Emmy and DuPont Award-winning PBS series

Best Feature Documentary, Cambodia Town Film Festival, 
Selected for Denver International Film Festival

Albie Sachs – recipient of the inaugural Tang Prize in Rule of Law
Winner of the 2015 George Foster Peabody Award

George Takei’s musical Allegiance, 
now in previews on Broadway!
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